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Ashton Bentley launch Meeting space systems
Ashton Bentley are launching their new 55” and 75” (4k) Meeting space systems at ISE 2018
“Effective meeting room systems don't need to be complex (no matter what the salesman
says)” states Roger McArdell CTO of Ashton Bentley. After many years and thousands of
meeting room deployments later, Roger decided to manufacture room technology that
answered the needs of most corporate users.
Ashton Bentley already with a track record of innovative ‘out of the box’ complete audiovisual systems, are launching their new Meeting space systems at ISE 2018.
Meeting space systems are a combination of audio-visual systems and meeting tables with
in-built technology and connectivity. New 55” and 75” displays (4K), new control and signal
processing technology plus a new user interface to make it even easier and more intuitive to
operate.
Creating complete room technology and furniture packages, these Meeting space systems
can be simply configured and purchased, assembled in hours not days, with no intrusive
building work.
The tables have been specifically designed to offer the best work surfaces for regular
meetings and correct camera angles for videoconferencing. With finishes that can be
customised to match most interior designs. Integrating technology into furniture allows most
spaces to be quickly equipped with everything required for professional electronic
presentations and videoconferencing.
Have your own table? Then we can supply the table technology to fit yourself.
END
Ashton Bentley design and manufacture complete meeting space audio-visual systems and
tables with integrated technology for presentations and collaboration. Although highly
specified the systems are very simple to use. Simply add a codec/camera to enable high
quality videoconferencing.
Supplied off-the-shelf complete with all you need, ready to assemble and set to work in hours
not days. No tools required.
Meeting spaces made simple.
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